J. PATRICK LEWIS
Chagrin Falls, Ohio

OH, C'MON, HAPPINESS IS A championship season
SHOESTRING CATCH gosh, I can stretch!
WORLD SERIES SEATS? seats were sold, sir
NO-HITTER then riot
STOLEN BASE noble asset
OUTFIELD flied out; fouled it
CALLED THIRD STRIKE thrill sidetracked
GEORGE HERMAN "BABE" RUTH the bear: home run bagger
SPITBALL lip blast
STAR'S AUTOGRAPH grasps at author
RELIEF PITCHER help, rectifier
TIGHT RACE? teach grit
LADIES' DAY lady's idea?
CROWDING THE PLATE hitter glanced...pow!
SATCHEL PAIGE pitches a gale
MANAGER ran game
YANKEES LEAD! seek any deal
MOST VALUABLE PLAYER marvel, Pa, absolutely
DOUBLE PLAY yep, dual lob!

MOON'S LIGHT night looms; gloom's hint
ASTRONAUT Santa tour; to a Saturn; NASA tutor
LUNAR ECLIPSE peculiar lens
SHOOTING STAR soars tonight!
APOLLO LANDING SITE spot in Galileo land
HALLEY'S COMET yes, call me hot!
BLACK HOLE hello back!
CLOUD FORMATION um, a cold tin roof?
ASTEROID it soared
STREAKS OF LIGHTNING a night fork glistens
STRATOSPHERE Earth's poster
SALLY K. RIDE I'll dare sky
THE METEOR SHOWER the more, the worse
LUNAR MODULE a modern lulu